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letter from
the team
The importance of a student publication:
A student publication or newspaper is highly important in a school 
atmosphere. It provides a platform for students to express themselves 
through writing, while still giving them room to make mistakes. One of 
the best things about a student publication is that it isn’t a competition. 
Northside Christian College's current INSPiRE writing programs, such 
as 'Write a Book in a Day', focus on high-pressure situations with little 
time given to carefully consider what is being written. With a 
publication, participants have the room for inspiration to strike and can 
get excited about their work instead of stressed. A student publication 
gives those who have an interest in journalism, editing or publishing a 
safe space to practise, while surrounded by supportive peers. Work 
experience in magazines and newspapers is extremely hard to secure 
but, if already accessible at school, participants gain life-long 
experience that lasts more than a week or two. Founder Times offers 
all of this while still having realistic cut-off dates imposed on 
contributions, and editors that are similar to those at a professional 
workplace.



Significance of the name:
The name ‘Founder Times’ is representative of the 
generation who will be running the student publication.
‘Founders’ is another name for the newest generation, 
otherwise known as Generation Z. As a generation, they 
embrace their differences and now more than ever value 
leadership in all they do. A generation who will fight for 
what they believe in and speak their minds. 

Jesus showed us how to be founders by sacrificing his own 
comforts to help others: 'looking to Jesus, the founder and 
perfecter of our faith, who for the joy that was set before him 
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is seated at 
the right hand of the throne of God.' (Hebrews 12:2) This 
new generation wants to do more than just sit on phones all 
day, despite what is said about them. It is a generation of 
communication and community, ready to stand up.

Why we wanted to start Founder Times:
Have you seen the new trams in Melbourne that have 
written on their sides 'Made in Melbourne, for Melbourne'?
This is the culture we want to encourage at Northside: a 
student publication for students, by students. It will be a 
place for all kinds of writing; unlike a newsletter that only 
showcases past events and makes announcements, 
Founder Times will be a place for ideas and student 
expression.



I am an avid reader (I have been
known to lose a whole day to a 

book). I enjoy writing poetry and
short stories 

GABRIELLE - EDIT IOR

I love books! Especially science
fiction and mystery.

ABIGA IL - DES IGNER

meet the
team

My favourite genre is science
fiction and I enjoy creative

writing.

BEN ~ PRIMARY WRITER

I like reading action books and
taking photos of nature.

JASLEEN - PHOTOGRAPHY

I like reading fantasy novels
and writing narratives and

poems.

ANDEE - SECONDARY WRITER

 

 

I love reading crime and 
thriller novels.

LAURA - SECONDARY WRITER



Shemara Karunaratne

     

      

Maths through my eyes

I’ve been good at and enjoyed Maths from a young age. I love the logic of Maths, 
particularly in creative problem-solving questions where I can form equations to solve for 
a variable, and do all sorts of things like factorise, simplify and rearrange to find ‘x’. I also 
love tackling my older sister’s University Clinical Aptitude Test (UCAT) practice 
questions because they allow me to think in new ways and provide a fun brain-
stimulating challenge. I enjoyed the computational thinking involved in this year’s 
Computational and Algorithmic Thinking (CAT) challenge because it didn’t seem hard, it 
was just logical.

The realisation that the set Maths curriculum was too simple for me led teachers to put me in 
advanced Maths classes, which usually consisted of only four or five students. I’ve had a range 
of teachers, like Mr Galati (our INSPiRE Maths teacher), who guided us in unlocking the 
answers to difficult worded questions. In Year 8, the school adopted an online approach to the 
Maths curriculum, which used a website that caters individually to whatever level of Maths the 
student is at. However, to get to the higher levels, all the lower levels needed to be completed 
first, and this became very tedious, repetitive and ineffective for my learning because I had to 
do many exercises that were too easy for me. Fortunately, after a term of doing this, my 
teacher allowed me to join the Year 9 Maths class instead so I could learn with them rather 
than doing the online website modules. This was much better because the concepts I was now 
learning were new and interesting. The Year 9s also had an advanced group of students who 
were given Year 10 work to do within class and I soon became part of this group, too. I 
enjoyed the challenge as I could learn new concepts and stretch my thinking.

‘Maths is too hard’ is a common complaint among students. Most people have been told that 
Maths is a difficult subject and, for many, this becomes the reality. Although mathematical 
equations do become more complicated in higher year levels, if one is thorough in learning the 
foundational concepts, the latter concepts are realistically achievable. The difference between 
‘smart’ kids and students who struggle with Maths is generally their attitude towards it. Those 
who go into Maths classes thinking it is achievable are those that generally succeed, while 
those who go in expecting to stumble inevitably do. If nobody told students that Maths is too 
hard, would as many struggle in the subject? I’ve been at Northside Christian College since 
Prep and I’ve consistently carried the attitude that Maths is attainable, and so far it has been. 
I’ve been a high achiever since I was small, getting academic awards each year since Year 3.



     

For me, Maths comes naturally and is easy to understand. Because of my love for Maths, other 
parents have asked my mum if I can tutor their children. I currently tutor multiple younger 
students outside of school in Maths. I love choosing interesting topics to explore with them to 
share my knowledge and passion for Maths. This is useful for my own development, too, 
because I am able to express my love for Maths whilst helping others succeed.
I find that Maths becomes more enjoyable when the teacher is passionate about the subject. 
Using example questions that are relevant makes them more engaging and less tedious for 
students. Teachers should aim to encourage students in Maths so they view it with a mindset 
of ‘I can do this’. Maths is a really enjoyable subject when tackling problems becomes 
something to look forward to rather than to dread. This can be achieved by making Maths 
interesting using hands-on items to demonstrate mathematical concepts in action, so it is 
practical and useful. Explaining Maths in a step-by-step logic is also handy as it means Maths 
becomes a process of following systematic rules. I know when I’m dealing with a complicated 
Maths concept that seems almost impossible, I just tell myself that it’s easy, even if it doesn’t 
seem that way, and having that mindset allows me to work through it without stressing out 
because I’ve convinced my mind that an answer can be found.

The outcome of me having this mindset, combined with my natural aptitude for Maths, has been 
that I have received several Distinctions, High Distinctions and Prizes in various competitions 
including the Australian Mathematics Competition (AMC), ICAS Maths, Bebras Challenge, 
National Maths Talent Quest (MTQ) and CAT. I was also awarded the 2018 Australian 
Mathematics Trust Inspiring Student Award and had the honour of speaking at the VAGTC 
Stories of the Gifted Night last year. I am extremely grateful to my teachers and parents for all 
their help and support in giving me these opportunities and guiding me along the way.

However, there have also been experiences in the past where logistics made it too difficult for 
me to accelerate in Maths and this was frustrating; I was repeating Maths that I already knew 

how to do easily and not learning anything new. Nevertheless, I drew mathematical stimulation 
from our school’s extension INSPiRE Maths program instead. Our INSPiRE teacher, Mrs 

Mawal, made Maths engaging and relevant, using hands-on activities like building blocks to 
illustrate mathematical concepts. The problems she posed were always very creative and felt 

more like logical problem-solving than textbook Maths work, concerning things like frogs 
hopping across lily pads, although they did require thinking along mathematical lines. Doing 
these exercises allowed me to see that Maths is more than numbers and can be applied to 

everyday life. I found my mind wandering to mathematical ideas, even whilst outside the 
classroom, breaking into calculations of how many hours I had available for homework in a 

week, how long the dog food would last before we’d have to buy another packet and how much 
I’d be giving as tithes each week from the money I earnt.



Marshel Karunaratne
Spelling Bee

As soon as I heard that there was going to be a spelling bee in school, I

was really excited. This was because I am a great speller and it was a

good opportunity to win points for our house team.

I practised all the spelling words for round one which Mr Waters gave all

the year 7s. It was unfortunate that five of the words did not load up on

the screen so I was unable to practice those. When I went to school the

next morning, Ms Cook and Mr Waters gave us the spelling sheets.

Round one started and I tried to remember the spelling for each word. I

managed to spell them all in time. A few days later I got my results - I

had got seventeen words correct out of twenty! The three words I got

wrong were from the five words that did not show up on my screen. I

was very relieved and happy to hear from the spelling bee host that I

made it into round two.

My dad found a website called “Visual Thesaurus” that can be used to practice spelling bee lists. By

entering the 370-word-long spelling list into the website, the program gave me the spelling words one at

a time to spell. The entire list took me over an hour to do because it was so long. Finally, round two came

and I went to the science lab at recess to do my spelling test. As I was waiting in the science room for the

first word, a thought came in my mind: if I won round two, I would go into the finals. That was enough

motivation for me and I managed to do the spelling test confidently. A few days later, I received the news

that I had got seventeen words right again and had made it to the Finals.

Since I had a couple of days before the Final, I could practice all 370 words again and again on the

website over the weekend. This time I did the entire list - it took me less than an hour. Every word that I got

wrong, I made another list of the wrong words and put it in the spelling website and did it five times so I

couldn’t get anything wrong in the Finals.

At last, it was the day of the Finals and I was really hoping to win. I practised every word so I knew that I

would not get anything wrong. I sat in the front row with the two other finalists waiting anxiously to stand

up and spell the words in front of the crowd. After talking to the two other older contestants, I was a little

bit less nervous. Soon Mrs Eynaud welcomed us to the front and told us that each contestant would get

five words to spell, and after five rounds, whoever had got the highest number of words correct will be the

winner. The Spelling competition then started with Tim being the first to spell, then Krishmi, then me. There

were five rounds of spelling until it was the last word. “If you get this correct Marshel, you will be the

winner of the 2019 spelling bee,” said Mrs Eynaud. The word was ‘acquiesce’. I clearly remembered this

word because I had got this word wrong on the website and it was in the hard word list. The way I

remembered it was ‘ac-quie-sce’. So, just like that, I stated every letter. “Marshel, you are the winner of

the 2019 spelling bee,” she exclaimed, and everyone clapped and cheered and I realised that my hard

work had paid off. I took the trophy home, smiling.



“This was a bad idea, Jenny.”
Mark’s trembling hands struggle to hold the camera steady. They stand
amongst an assortment of twisted, blackened limbs; on a land grimly
deemed ‘The Ghost Forest’. The moon shines high in the sky, though Jenny
and Mark cannot see it, for it is blocked by the dense black branches.
 
“I really think we shouldn’t be here,” Mark repeats, “Come on Jenny, let’s go
already.”
Jenny turns and smirks, “You big baby, if you’re so scared that you can't
stand to be here then you shouldn’t have picked dare!”
 
Mark splutters, “I just want to get out of here! We can talk about this later.” 
 
“Fine,” pouts Jenny.
The two begin to walk back. Mark and Jenny do not speak, merely listen to
the eerie silence of the forest. This silence is broken only by the rhythmic
hooting of an owl. Suddenly, another sound breaks the silence; an unearthly
howl that seems to come from every direction. Before they know it, demonic
wolves converge around them. They snarl and snap, ready to attack at any
moment.
“Aaah! What do we do?!” cries, Mark.
 
Luckily, Jenny spies a fallen branch and lunges for it. She uses it to part the
wolves’ deadly circle, and the two make a break for it.
Deeper into the forest they run, on and on into the night. Leaping skillfully
over branches and rocks, for one stumble would spell their doom. The sound
of the wolves draws ever closer. Their horrid growls and ferocious snaps
drive Jenny and Mark forward. The wolves are almost upon them, yet they
can run no faster. It seems that all hope is lost, until Mark cries, “A house!”
 
Slightly to their left, a rundown house comes into view. Jenny and Mark dash
on with all that they have left and succeed in reaching the house. Panting
and exhausted, they stop to catch their breath.
“That was...close,” pants Mark.
“You...still have...the camera?” puffs Jenny.
 
 

The Ghost House

Andee Tham



Mark looks down and, sure enough, he still clutches the camera in his hand.
“Yeah, it’s still recording too.” Jenny peaks out of the window, “It’s strange,
why won’t the wolves come near the house?” she asks.
“Beats me,” says Mark, “I’m just glad that they don’t.”
Mark looks around at the interior of the house. He sees that it consists of the
single room that they are in. The floors creak, and the walls are cracked and
peeling. The place is bare aside from a small circle of chairs in the centre.
Jenny stumbles toward the ring and sits down on a chair.
“I guess we’re spending the night here then,” Jenny concludes.
 
Mark shudders, “Here?! Are you crazy? This place looks like it’s going to fall
apart! We can’t stay here!”
“Oh, I’m the crazy one?” Jenny responds, “If you go out there then you’ll be
devoured by wolves; I think taking our chances in a creepy house is the
better option!”
 
Admitting his mistake, Mark agrees with Jenny and goes to find a
comfortable spot to sleep. Jenny rises from her seat to do the same;
however, before she can take a step, the floorboards within the circle cave in
to reveal a gaping hole. The great void instantly begins to howl as it hungrily
sucks everything within the chair circle into its terrible nothingness. “Aaaahh!
Mark help me!” Jenny screams, but before Mark can reach her, she is pulled
into the blackness forever.
 
Now alone, Mark panics and flees from the terrifying house. Unfortunately,
Jenny’s words ring true, and Mark is quickly pursued by the savage wolves.
Mark sprints but they match his pace; strategically converging around him.
Soon, they cut Mark off, and he is forced to a halt. Arranged in a circle of
death, Mark sees the wolves snarl and gaze greedily as saliva drips from
their jaws. As they pounce on him, Mark mutters a quiet apology to Jenny
and tosses the camera into the bushes before the wolves have him. Perhaps
someone will find the camera; if they do, then they will know what happened
in ‘The Ghost Forest’: They will know the fates of Jenny and Mark. But most
importantly, they will always know to fear The Ghost House.



It was a cold Saturday afternoon. Jeremy was famished, he was
walking down a street eating a chicken burger. He was off to
work, Jeremy was being interviewed today and if he did well, he
would be promoted. Jeremy could not afford to be late. 
 
Suddenly, Jeremy stumbled and dropped his burger. Frustrated,
he bent to pick it up. As he picked up his burger, the corner of
his eye caught something. In the alley across from Jeremy, were
a few people. Jeremy gasped as he realised that two of the three
people were holding guns. The other person, a woman, was
backed up against a wall, fear covered her face. She was being
mugged…
 
There Jeremy was, he could help the woman or walk away.
Jeremy hesitated as he remembered that the two people had
guns. Jeremy needed to get to work on time and helping the
woman would just make him late. Jeremy started walking away,
but the thought of the scared woman kept nagging him. Jeremy
wanted to help but he was too concerned for his own safety. 
 
Jeremy gave in, he ran back into the mucky alley. He jolted into
the two people with the guns and pushed them to the ground. As
soon as the two men fell, Jeremy picked up their pistols and
pointed them to their faces. The woman had fled from the alley.
The two men got up and dashed away, petrified for their lives.
Though he couldn’t stop the two men, Jeremy was pleased with
himself. He was off to work now, proud of himself.

Ethical Dilemma

Agam Saini



 

Rebeca Siqueira

POETRY

 

Poetry is thoughts that

breathe, and words that

burn. - Thomas Gray

 

 

Wonder Lights



A young boy standing without hope, dark hair, caramel skin and a red shirt 
The ground beneath his feet is red dirt, with rocks scattered everywhere 

His light blue eyes open wide showing you that his song is soft and silent
The complexion of his face speaks to you saying that he is empty and forgotten 

If you could play a refugee the instrument would be a flute, 
not loud but if you listen closely the song will tell you a story 

He begins to run 
In front of him the roaring ocean 

Men in boats and life jackets
Again you see the immense distress that overcomes the boy 

His voice trembles as his body shivers in the wind 
He perseveres. A marathon runner who continues to run until the race is finished

If you could play a refugee the instrument would be a flute, 
not loud but if you listen closely the song will tell you a story 

Hundreds can be seen 
Cramped in boats, with nowhere to go 

The face of the group sings help without saying a word 
The silent song that speaks to all

The young boy is one of hundreds 
They all desire a home 

Somewhere with security, safety and shelter 
The home he once had is stripped from his grasp 

Huddled together hoping for something better than what they once had Terrors 
of his past distort his thinking 

The roaring bass of the ocean sings loudly 
As the silent song of the boy fights in hope for a better future 

If you could play a refugee the instrument would be a flute,
 not loud but if you listen closely the song will tell you a story 

Young boy on the shore, red shirt, face down in the water 
Deserted with no one in sight 

The hymn still sings, soft and easily lost in the wind 
All it takes is for one to listen

The singer once forgotten still sings his silent song

By Anthony Boag



My beige prison cell,
The hopes locked away in my heart drip 
from my soul like the water from my ceiling. 

And the cockroaches stream across my 
sink.

The draft in my dungeon blows like a 
hurricane. 

The walls speak volumes, 

The sounds echo in the corridors. 

I try. 

My high-rise flat is somewhere you wouldn't 
want to drop by.

Beneath me are layers of flesh, sandwiched 
between layers of concrete. 

The blood runs cold in the bodies of the 
oppressed,

And coats the walls of the elevators. 

My home is a large infertile field where 
there is no harvest, 

And the poisonous water infects the crop. 

The screams are like bells which continually 
ring in my ear, 

And cells where tears well in the eyes of the 
oppressed. 

The mother fears for her young, sheilding 
them from the terror which strikes whenever 
a neighbour is murdered.

I try to leave the bleakness that follows me 
like a bad smell. 

I am burdened, 

But, I try.

But I try,

And I have a dream, 

Of a life where I have a wife, 

And my children could grab the stars. 

I ask over and over, 
Is there a safe place, my place, any 
place? 
My inner struggle is more than the floors 
I must climb,
It is the person I must become. 
I must try.

Is my future predicted in the stars? 
Do I step out of my confines?
Am I ashamed of my predicament? 
I try.

And,I smile like you smile.
I wear what you wear,
I talk like you talk. 
I walk like you walk. 
But while you return to your suburban 
home,
I return to my beige prison cell. 
And through all I go through,And the 
mountains I face.
You think that I am a rat in a dingy 
kitchen, 
A thug about to steal your wallet. 
A maggot in your compost bin,
The stigma leaves me defenceless as a 
thief would his victim.

Are you scared of me? 
Will I infect your clinical world? 
It makes me wonder,In a society which 
reeks of affluence,
How can there still remain this 
unbalance? 
I try.

By Zoe Dunn



Wild One
I'm a wild one.
I won't follow the group,
Won't colour in the lines,
I won't walk the trodden path.

I'm a wild one.
I won't be one of your copies,
I won't be defined by your
words,
Won't hover in your wake.

I'm a wild one.
I'll forge my own destiny,
I will cut my own path,
I will be my own person.

Now none can compare me to
others around,
because I am a wild one.
By Andee Tham

The Cold

It's so dark. And cold.

I wasn't here before. I'm not meant to

be here.

Is there anything here? I can't move;

like I'm frozen. 

I cry out, and my voice echoes on

unseen walls.Yet I did not feel my

mouth move.

So cold.

I can hear my teeth chatter, but don't

feel them.

Where was I before? Where am I meant

to be?

What is this? I can't feel; can't move.

My heart pumps ice, it numbs my mind.

So cold.

The cold. Where does it come from?

I can't feel it enter me. The numbness

fills my being.

Wait.

The cold; the dark. It does not enter

me.

It comes from me.I remember where I

was. Where I need to be.

Now they will feel the cold too.

By Andee Tham
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By Eremide Odetayo



For those of you who are obsessed with Marvel Studios, there are

multiple movies coming like Black Widow, Hawkeye, Loki, Doctor

Strange 2, Black Panther 2, Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 3, The

Eternals, Shang-Chi, WandaVision and there will be a reboot of

Fantastic Four as a part of the MCU. Many other movies from other

companies are coming soon to theatres such as Frozen 2, Godzilla vs.

Kong, Avatar 2, Madagascar 4 and lots more! The last Star Wars

movie in the trilogy, Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker is going to be

incredible! And since Avatar came out, there will be 5 more Avatar

movies in the next 6 years! Can you believe it?!

 A lot of remakes of old Disney movies will happen like the Little

Mermaid and Pinocchio. There is also going to be a Shrek reboot. I

know many of you love the game Minecraft, well, there’s a movie

coming just for you! The Minecraft movie is guaranteed to be a great

movie. Although Harrison Ford is very old, there is an untitled Indiana

Jones project. There’s a whole bunch of new DC movies like Batgirl

and Green Lantern Corps. A Marvel movie called Thor: Love and

Thunder and it will be introducing a new character in Marvel Studios

named Thor Girl.

 Assassins Creed 2 is out in theatres pretty soon.  There will be a Sing 2

and a sequel to the minions movie called Minions: The Rise of Gru. An

untitled Star Trek sequel and Bond 25 will also make its way to

cinemas. Top Gun: Maverick with Tom Cruise will have you at the

edge of your seats! Another remake of Charlie and the Chocolate

Factory called Willy Wonka will be a strange movie indeed. Jaden

Smith and Jackie Chan will return in Karate Kid 2 and Rush Hour 4

will also come soon. Fast and Furious 9 and 10, Terminator: The Dark

Fate and loads of other fun movies are coming. Sherlock Holmes 3 will

have Robert Downy Jr. (aka Iron Man) playing as Sherlock and Jude

Law will play John Watson, and it seems that there will be another

Transformers movie along with that. And that’s all the movies coming

out 2019-2026!

Hollywood News!
by Ben Green



By Andee Tham

 

BOOK REVIEW

The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell - Book Review

The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell was Chris Colfer’s first novel and, honestly, that made me a little
sceptical. However, as I dove further into his beautifully crafted world, I knew that this book was a keeper. The
story follows the twins, Connor and Alex, as they journey through the Land of Stories and encounter characters
straight out of every fairy tale. Though it housed some world-building flaws and twists a little too predictable for
a teenager such as myself, it also featured some brilliant characters and a perfectly woven plot that could bring
only satisfaction.

I won’t specifically outline the things that weren’t perfect for spoiler purposes. However, some of the things that
I found strange and that posed potential plot holes included the use of money and the passing of time in relation
to travelling. In the beginning, our main characters are gifted some money by a reclusive frog. This money
proceeds to be enough to pay off several drivers, buy food, stay at an inn, and still leave them some left. Now,
even if their frog friend had given them a sizable chunk of money, how did he get it? We’re clearly shown that
he’s a recluse afraid to leave his home in the woods. Second, the two twins do quite a bit of travelling around this
world. Throughout, they don’t get injured and literally travel across miles of forest and dirt path to get from one
place to another. Am I the only one who seems to find it a little unrealistic for a pair of twelve-year-olds to
traverse a forested continent on foot with so little trouble? However, these are nitpicks. These issues don’t
dampen the story, and it makes up for it and more in all other aspects.

The two main characters, Connor and Alex, are perfectly crafted characters in their own regard, though, it’s clear
that they function better as a duo. The personality of one would be either bland or annoying without the other,
but together they are able to make all the right decisions to accomplish their goals and take the reader on a true
adventure. Colfer also shows his talent through the inhabitants of his fairy tale world. He has scaffolded unique
characters out of the dolls written about by the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen, allowing us
insight past the ‘happily ever afters’ and into the lives of women who are queens rather than girls who are
princesses.

Over the course of the book, we encounter friends and enemies alike; we uncover secrets and see the sights of
this enchanting world. Though this may be a series, every question posed is answered and that leads to a sense of
complete satisfaction. As a result, The Wishing Spell could easily be a stand-alone book. So, worry not about
picking up this book even if you are a not-so-committed reader.

This book made me laugh, cringe and even choke up a little at some points. I really felt for the characters and
found their experiences rather relatable at times. The plot kept me engaged, and the perfection of every other part
of the novel was all that was needed to make up for the holes that were there. Only two words are needed to
describe my experience with this book: Pure satisfaction.
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We have all loved our time at Northside! This
year has been both stressful and exciting. As
we end our time of schooling, we will take
with us amazing experiences, friendships and
a meaningful relationship with God. We will
miss this community so much.

-Much love the Year
12s
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